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What if fairytales weren't just stories, but modern-day prophesies?Gabriella was your typical

teenage girl until her hand suddenly bursts into flames. Stuck in the school's bathroom, she can't

control it. Once the inferno suddenly stops, she's left living in fear that any emotion will send her

temperature soaring and her hand will ignite. Again.Staying calm is a challenge when she lives with

a controlling stepmom and stepsisters. Or when Hal Charm, the hot Senior, shows up on her

doorstep with secrets of his own. Just when she feels like no one understands what sheâ€™s going

through, her calculus teacher claims to be her fairy godmother and tells Gabbie that she is the

princess prophesied about in the fairytale, Cinderella. But they got it wrong. Instead of being a

princess in need of rescuing, sheâ€™s the hero. Just when Gabbie thinks her life might have a

happily ever after, intentions are exposed and people disappear. Now she must master her powers

of fire and speed to save those she loves before sheâ€™s discovered by a villain more dangerous

than her stepmom.This is a clean YA Cinderella Adaptation mixed with Marvel Comic Superpowers.

Those who love their fairytales with a little bit of kick will love this creative retelling. Pick up your

copy today!Coming soon: Fairest One The Fairytale Prophecies Book 2. All Rosa wanted to do was

take care of her seven foster brothers and avoid awkward situations with the hottest guy in school.

What she didn't mean to do was turn invisible.
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I thought this was a cute retelling with some fun twists, but it felt a little closer to a middle grade read

than a young adult one. I usually love the young adult genre, but this one was a little harder for me

to connect to.

This is a cute story. Perfect for a YA audience. Adults might find the protagonist whiny. There were

a lot of aspects about the story I enjoyed, and I couldn't quite place all the modern aspects into the

Cinderella story, but that kept me guessing, which was good. The story had a great supernatural

twist wth Gabbie's abilities. The only thing I didn't like, but ends up being necessary in stories where

powers emerge, are training sessions. I don't care about how the hero develops the powers, I just

want to get on with the story. I did feel as if some of the stepcharacters came right from Ever After or

every other Cinderella story.But despite all my qualms, I know teens and preteens will love this

story.The grammar isn't perfect, but it didn't detract from the story.Reader Rated for ages 10+ for

mild kissing and fairytale violence.

Everything is here: the fairy godmother, the handsome prince, the lost shoe, but everything is

different. Ella (known to her friends as Gabbie) is a junior in high school, and spends her off time

doing all the work for her wicked stepmother and stepsisters. When her hands self-combust, it

seems like the last straw...Editing, spelling, and punctuation are ok - a few errors, but not too bad. I

recommend this to anyone who likes fairy tales or teen romance.

I love modern versions of classic fairytales and this was such a fun take on it! I was rooting for

Gabbie and Hal the entire time and was hoping it would work out (I mean, it's Cinderella, it has to

work out in the end, right?). It was a great twist that she knew she was "Cinderella" and yet still

didn't have all the answers. She developed and grew as a person and superhero, and stilled stayed

true to the good person she was before. A fantastic retelling and wonderfully woven story!

Cinder Heart is a wonderful take on the Cinderella fairytale. Amy Linnabary does a fantastic job

expressing each character's personality. I hated some characters with a passion! I loved and



admired others. I just wish I would have read this sooner. Of course now, I have to wait for the next

book in the series. Whatever am I to do until then? LoL. I cannot recommend Cinder Heart enough

for you to read.

Interesting take on the Cinderella story. It's heroine is supposed to be a spitfire with super powers

but comes off as rather lame. The storyline was very predictable with the exception of the wicked

stepsisters. The story felt like something was missing when it came to the magical adults. It has

been done better.

Such a good story. I thought I would get bored with the Cinderella theme, but I didn't. Couldn't wait

to finish the book. Can't wait for her next book to come out. I am hooked!

If you like your classics with a little kick (which I do) then you are going to love this classic retelling.

It started off with a bang and didn't stop until the last words were written. It kept me on my toes from

page one and I couldn't put it down until it was finished. Now I want more so I am on to the next

book in this series. I can't wait to see how this one goes.
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